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What is Restorative?1
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Challenge ex. Setting limits, outlining
boundaries, explaining consequences
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Support  ex. nurture, compassion, and care

Restorative Ways
Restorative Paradigm

Empathy

Yoga

Four Fold Way

Balancing power

Presence, Openness,
Curiosity

Effective Motive  To
engage with truth of what
Is for benefit of All Beings

Ineffective Motive  Power
over, Fixing self or others,
Feeling good (as bypass)

Show up or choose to be
present

Mutual Understanding

Perspective taking

Engaging with our
experience as truth which
points to deeper truth of
our longing (jñana shakti 
power of knowing)

Rigid differentiation (me vs.
you), Taxonomies of
ideas/words that stand in
for reality (mayiya mala)

Pay attention to what has
heart and meaning

SelfResponsibility

Caring

Engaging with and moving
from the natural
expression of our longing
(icca shaktipower of will)

Sense of self as
incomplete/imperfect and
looking for what will
‘complete me,’ grasping,
(anava mala)

Tell the truth without blame
or judgment,

Shared action

Empathic action
(includes protective force)

Being able to do what we
need to do that is
beneficial for all in the
specific context. (energy of
kriya shakti power of
acting)

Intrinsic good/bad,
generalizing (karma mala)

Be open, rather than
attached to, the outcome.
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Restore (“re” + “store”) → to “stand again, Online Etymological Dictionary http://www.etymonline.com/
Photo by Sherry McCreedy
3
The Power of With, Mark Finnis, Independent Thinking Blog http://www.independentthinking.co.uk/blog/2016/may/06/thepowerofwith.aspx
4
This chart represents my experience, understanding, and synthesis of my study and learning. Background re sources are collected on my website:
Yuj, http://sherrymccreedy.weebly.com/resources.html Any errors are solely mine. ~SMc
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Restorative Communication5
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Engaging with all of Life

Some Restorative Communication Practices
Nonviolent Communication
(NVC)
Listening to self and others and
expressing internally and
externally

Restorative Questions
To address harm, asking
informally, or in a more formal
process, such as Guiding
Questions in a Restorative
Peacemaking Circle (see handout
Constructing a Circle)

Restorative Circle (RC)
Asking questions as part of a
specific context and dialogic
process developed by Dominic
Barter and colleagues in Brazil in
the 1990’s. Influenced by NVC.

Human Centered Design
Solving problems using design
thinking in a specific way such as
the process developed at d.school:
Institute of Design at Stanford.

Observation
*literal
*what would a photo or video
show?

What happened?
*listen to all perspectives

PreCircle  (1) “What was said or
done that you’d like to bring to a
RC?” [Identify initial ‘Act’] OR
“What was said or done that led
you to be invited to this RC?”;
(2) "Who needs to be present to
resolve this?" ; and (3) “Would
you like to go ahead?”

Empathy

Feelings
*response to stimulus
that has meaning
*emotions <>thoughts

Who is affected and how?
*include everyone affected
*listen for experience and what it
means (points to needs/values)

Circle  “What would you like
known and by whom about how
you are now in relation to the
event and its consequences?”

Identify Problem

Needs & Values
*universal
*sensed as longing

What is needed and who can
respond?
*gather all needs together
*who has the power to act?

Circle  “What would you like
known, and by whom, about
what you were looking for at the
time you chose to Act?”

Ideate

Requests
*positive specific doable
*strategies that relate to Needs &
Values

What will set things right?
*everyone contributes
*make offers and requests

Circle  “What would you like to
see happen next?” “What do
you offer?” “What do you
request/” [Create Action Plan]
PostCircle  “What would you
like known, and by whom, about
how you are now in relation to
the Action Plans and their
consequences?”

Prototype & Test
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Communicate (“ko” + “mei” (="change, exchange" )→ to “make common”, “ exchange together”, “shared by all  Online Etymological Dictionary
http://www.etymonline.com/
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Photo source unknown
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Constructing a Circle7
Essential Elements
● Seating of all participants in a circle (preferably without tables)
● Opening Ceremony
● Centerpiece
● Talking Piece
● Discussing Values and Guidelines
● Guiding Questions
● Closing Ceremony
This form is very flexible, but key pillars are:
● A commitment to treating everyone with dignity and respect no matter what happens;
● The use of opening and closing ceremonies;
● The use of talking piece for most discussions and always at the beginning and the end of the circle; and
● The participation of the keeper as a member of the Circle.
Role of the keeper
● Puts together the plan for the Circle
○ Who will be part?
○ What time?
○ Where?
○ What will be the talking piece?
○ What will be in the center?
○ What opening ceremony will be used?
○ What question will be used to generate values for the circle?
○ What question will be used for an introduction or checkin round?
○ Is there need for further relationship building before getting into the issues? If so, how will that be done?
○ What questions will be used to begin the dialogue about the key issues?
○ What further questions might be useful if the group is not getting deeply enough into the issues?
○ What closing Ceremony will be used?
● Follow up after the Circle
○ Debriefing among cokeepers to learn from experience and assess the need for checking in with any
participants
○ Checking in with any participant for whom the Circle was stressful or upsetting
○ Planning for further Circles if the group will meet again
○ Fulfilling any commitments made to participants in the circle
Circle as distinct from a Group
● Circles are designed to balance and share power.
● Keeper and other participants are on an equal footing; Keeper leads with the consent and trust of other
participants.
● Talking piece regulates dialogue.
● Participants collectively create guidelines, and these are owned by the circle. Keeper participates as another
member of the Circle, sharing her/his own perspective and stories when the talking piece comes to her/him.
● Circles are not about performance, nor are participants judged for the quality or content of their participation.
● Circles do not try to direct participants toward a predetermined outcome. Circles are constrained by values, but
not by specific outcomes.
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Adapted from Heart of Hope, A Guide for Using Peacemaking Circles to Develop Emotional Literacy, Promote Healing & Build Healthy Relationships,
Carolyn BoyesWatson & Kay Pranis (2010)
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Some final thoughts on Shifting Paradigms...Remember that pitfalls point to possible course corrections!
Some Considerations

Some Potential Pitfalls

Bringing values to the fore
Respect and Autonomy are often (always?) in play
Deliberately choosing motive, purpose and goals, system, and process

Unexamined Values
Assuming or Unconscious motive, purpose, and/or goals; Assuming
System and/or Process; System blindness
Skipping groundwork

Inclusion and Belonging often (always?) in play
Recognizing Thoughts and Feelings affect each other
Being with what arises and aiming to root into source while setting limits,
if needed to protect
Meet people where they are
Understanding trauma and being sensitive

Missing Perspective(s), Oversimplifying, Fundamentalism, Key people
not included
Overinclusion, tyranny of inclusion, overcomplicating
Getting stuck in Thoughts/Feelings
Fixed ideas about how people and circumstances ‘should” be
Mistaking fixed ideas for the whole of reality

Sourcing experience in collective needs
Recognizing collective contribution to context
Recognizing Interdependence

Mistaking people for needs  “I “need” you
Mistaking strategies for needs  I “need” a certain thing to happen
Transactional thinking  Assigning needs to individuals
Sourcing needs in others. Blaming

Proactively making effective action plan agreements
Using feedback loops and making course corrections
when agreements don’t work  something is missing
Learning from what doesn’t work  pitfalls point to beneficial course
corrections

Strategizing too early  without engaging with needs and/or all relevant
needs
Oversimplifying
Assuming Agreement
Clinging to the Map, Demands, Punishment, Insisting, Desisting,
Deciding” once and for all”, Generalized rules & regulations. Trying to
‘Keep” agreements no mattter what
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